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Pumped Storage Hydroelectric Power Plants: Issues and Applications

Description of the work-plan issue from the work plan of ERRA Licensing/ Competition Committee:

“There is a growing interest to build pumped storage hydroelectric power plants in order to use them for system regulation purposes. The high penetration of intermittent renewable generators requires more system flexibility. This technology could provide this flexibility to the electricity system. Several questions could occur before implementing this type of project, like:
- Is the pumped storage facility a generation unit, which should compete with other generators on the ancillary service market?, or this technology should be classified as system regulation facility (owned, operated by TSO - consequently the cost of investment and operation should be covered by the system operation charge)?
- Should the pumped storage facility pay network/system charge in both ways of operation (purchasing electricity for pumping/storing and generating/delivering electricity to grid), or "only" one way?”

The Energy Regulators Regional Association assumes no responsibility for the use that may be made of the information contained in this publication or any errors that may remain in the texts, despite the care taken in preparing them. All views, positions, and conclusions expressed in this publication are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of ERRA and its members.
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List of Abbreviations

PHS - Pumped Hydro Storage
LCOE - Levelized Cost of Electricity
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Introduction

Role of Hydropower in the electric power system

Hydropower plants providing electricity and energy storage through their large reservoirs. Serving as a dispatchable, responsive source of bulk power is hydropower’s biggest upside, both in its application in pure-generation plants and in pumped storage plants. This technology can be a cost-effective renewable energy source offering high efficiency and operational flexibility (see 1. Figure). As a multifunctional technology, it is indispensable to the electricity system, and will be even more important nowadays and tomorrow.

With the expansion of the intermittent renewable energy sources which have variable output, hydropower could serve as a flexible generator to mitigate the imbalance in the supply and demand. Pumped storage plants can additionally serve as controllable loads, drawing electricity from the grid to charge their reservoirs when excess energy is available. The technical challenges of maintaining grid stability is also a crucial issue, and hydropower could have a positive impact. The ancillary services are important for every generation unit to be competitive in the liberalized electricity market. [20][21]

23% of the reservoirs worldwide have not been equipped with hydropower generation capability. These reservoirs primarily exist to provide another service such as irrigation, water supply, flood control or ship canal locks. As civil engineering works are a major part of the investment of these plants, equipping multipurpose plants could result a lower levelized cost.

The lifetime of the electro-mechanical equipment of hydro plants is typically 40 to 50 years, but plants themselves may have lifetimes of a hundred years. From 2015, in Europe, 5-6 GW per year will reach the age of 40. Refurbishing old plants can improve their efficiency by up to 5%, so if all expiring capacity were upgraded, around 200 MW of newly available capacity could be added per year.
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Introduction

Pumped hydroelectric energy storage is a large, mature, and commercial utility-scale technology currently used at many locations in the world. Pumped hydro employs off-peak electricity to pump water from a reservoir up to another reservoir at a higher elevation. When electricity is needed, water is released from the upper reservoir through a hydroelectric turbine into the lower reservoir to generate electricity. Because most low-carbon electricity resources cannot flexibly adjust their output to match fluctuating power demands, there is an increasing need for bulk electricity storage due to increasing adoption of intermittent renewable energy. This technology can be the backbone of a reliable renewable electricity system. [20][21][22]

Situation worldwide

Pumped storage is the mature and cost-effective bulk energy storage available today. With over 150 GW, pumped hydro storage power plants represent around 99% of the world’s electrical energy storage capacity. Currently Japan is the worldwide leader but China expands quickly and expected to surpass Japan in 2018. The 1. Table shows the 10 countries with the most installed capacity. [22][2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Installed PHS Capacity (MW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>27 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>21 545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America</td>
<td>20 858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>7 071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>6 889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>6 388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5 894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>5 072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>4 808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>4 700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Possible role in the future

As the renewable revolution gains momentum worldwide, hydropower looks to become an even more strategic player. The International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) conducted a technology roadmap (Remap) until 2030, and hydro capacity could increase up to 60%, and the pumped hydro capacity could be doubled to 325 GW from the 150 GW installed in 2014. [11][20][21]

The pumped hydro storage (PHS) systems could serve as a bulk storage application. System-level controlling of the load flow could be feasible. PHS technology is a perfect instrument for optimising the use of variable generation over long periods. With the discharging operation of these plants in the demand’s peak period, the system has much better utilization. With the uncertainty is growing in the generation, it is important to have the flexibility to ensure the security of supply. [20][21][22][2][4]
PHS serves the grid in wide range of applications:

- **Peak shaving**: pumped hydro storage can be used as peak generation to meet the highest demands in short period of times
- **Load balancing**: Load levelling usually involves storing power during periods of light loading (off peak hours) on the system and delivering it during periods of high demand.
- **Frequency regulation**: hydropower contributes to maintain the frequency within the given margins by continuous modulation of active power
- **Back-up reserve, spinning reserve**: these plants have the ability to enter load into an electrical system from a source that is not on-line. These plants can provide additional power supply that can be made available to the transmission system within a few seconds in case of unexpected load changes in the grid
- **Quick start capability**: the hydropower generation could be set up in just a few minutes - it is much less than the 30 minutes of other turbines, or hours of the steam generation
- **Black start capability**: these plants have the ability to run at zero loads. When loads increase, additional power can be loaded rapidly.
- **Voltage support**: these plants have the ability to control reactive power, thereby ensuring that power will flow from generation to load.
Technology Overview

A PHS facility is typically equipped with pumps (turbines) and generators (motors) connecting an upper and a lower reservoir (see 2. Figure). These plants can start up within a couple of minutes.

Pros and cons

The advantages are the very long lifetime, huge installed capacity and practically unlimited cycle lifetime. By storing electricity, PHS facilities can protect the power system from an outage. Coupled with advanced power electronics, PHS systems can also reduce harmonic distortions and eliminate voltage sags and surges. These systems could be an alternative for the high cost peak generation units. Low operation and maintenance (O&M) costs and high reliability are also important. Currently, pumped hydro has the lowest levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) from the electrical energy storage technologies.

Their main drawback is the PHS system’s geographical restrictions. These are dictated by the need for relatively large water reservoirs and large elevation variations between lower and upper reservoirs to provide sufficient capacity. The construction of a plant typically takes many years. Although the O&M costs are low, there is a high upfront capital investment in civil construction. This can only be returned over decades of operation. Environmental impacts are also serious concerns and have caused cancellations of proposed projects. The construction of conventional PHS systems often involves the damming of a river to create the reservoir. The blocking of the natural flow could disrupt the aquatic ecosystem, change the landscape and endanger wildlife. There are some technical solutions for those problems such as fish deterrent systems, oxygen injection systems and turbulence minimization. The potential impacts of the applications are site-specific and must be evaluated on a case by case basis. [22][12][3][4]
Classification of PHS systems

Conventional PHS systems use two water reservoirs at different elevations to pump up water during the off-peak hours from the lower to the upper reservoir (charging). When required, the water flows back from the upper to the lower reservoir, powering a turbine with a generator to produce electricity (discharging). There are two main types of PHS facilities: off-stream (closed loop) PHS uses water that were pumped into the upper reservoir while hybrid (combined) PHS use both pumped and natural stream flow water to generate electricity (open loop). [22][2][11][12]

There are some alternative and novel designs:

**Variable speed PHS:** most existing systems are equipped with fixed-speed pump turbines and those may provide bulk storage but they can only provide frequency regulation during the discharging mode. New variable speed technology allows facilities to regulate frequency during the pumping process. Japan has pioneered this technology in commercial use.

**Seawater PHS:** Japan also pioneered this system in Okinawa. This plant uses the open sea as the lower reservoir. New projects have been proposed in connection with this technology including the Dutch consulting company (DNV KEMA) project which is planning to use the sea as an upper reservoir and construct a lower one by dredging and building a ring of dikes 50 meters below the sea level.

**Underground PHS:** researchers have proposed the possibility to utilize underground caverns as lower reservoirs but so far none have been built.

**Compressed air PHS:** an innovative design plans to replace the upper reservoir with a pressurized water container. Instead of storing potential energy in elevated water, the proposed system stores the energy in the compressed air.

**Undersea PHS:** another innovative concept is to utilize the water pressure at the bottom of the sea to store electricity from off-shore wind turbines. The system places submerged pressure vessels on the sea floor [22]

Technical parameters

The efficiency of PHS systems varies quite significantly (mainly because of the long history and long lifetime of the facilities). The round trip efficiency - which means the electrical power generated divided by the electrical power used to pump up the water - is lower around 50–60% in older facilities but can be over 80% in some state-of-the-art PHS systems.

It is a large, mature and commercially used technology. PHS has existed for a long time: the first plants were used in Italy and Switzerland. Projects may be practically sized up to 4000 MW. While the siting, permitting and associated environmental impact processes can take many years, there is growing interest in re-examining opportunities for PHS. [2] [11] [12] [22]
Regulation of Pumped Hydro Storage Systems

Policy challenges of hydropower plants

Hydropower facilities used to satisfy various needs. This means that there is often a strong interaction between water management and energy as one being needed for the use of the other. Most governments are administrating hydropower projects and the related public water resource management through public licensing processes. The licensing process is usually the moment in a hydropower project’s lifespan where all water, land use and infrastructure needs are assessed at a regional level. The government is responsible for the arbitration among the conflicting needs; the plant owner is responsible for the water management at the operation level. The long life span of those facilities creates occasions where the balancing discussion of different needs has to be updated. Due to these most concessions are time bound in proportion to the amount of capital investment or the terms and conditions can be revised upon the demand. [20][21][22]

Pumped hydro storage policy and current framework

PHS plants are not considered as renewable energy sources in the European Energy Directive. However this technology can be an effective tool to facilitate the integration of intermittent renewable energy sources. As it can be seen on the 3. Figure, a significant growth is expected in this technology in Europe. The light blue columns represent the installed capacity in 2005 while the dark blue columns represent the expected capacity in 2020. [26]

But in contrast, storage has not been the focus of any specific regulatory action. It is important to mention this when PHS is called mature. PHS is considered by regulation like as many other generating technologies. However, there is desire for capacity to increase system flexibility in which
PHS is exceptionally competitive from a technical viewpoint. The significant grow in the penetration of renewable energy sources will stress this need. [18]

PHS (and all storage technologies) is treated in the same way as other generating devices with the same characteristics in the European Network Code 1 on Requirements for Grid Connection (reference [23]). Some important statement from the network code:

- PHS Power generating modules shall fulfill all requirements in both generating and pumping operation
- With regard to disconnection due to under-frequency, any power generating facility being capable of acting as a load except for auxiliary supply, PHS shall be capable of disconnecting its load in case of under-frequency.

There are also some statements about storage facilities in the Network Code on Demand Connection (reference [24]), but it is only applicable for PHS systems which only provides pumping mode.

The renewable energy directive (reference [25]) clarifies that electricity produced from PHS units should not be considered as renewable energy. However it is also written that there is a need to support the integration of energy from renewable sources into the transmission and distribution grid.

Currently there is no particular investment framework for pumped hydro storage. It is worth mentioning that from the investment decision to starting operation of a pump storage investment requires years. Pumped hydro storage is seen as an electricity consumer and electricity generator, depending on its operation and equipment. Therefore, pumped hydro storage pays in most EU countries double fees (tariffs) for network access, some TSOs charge nothing for the pumped hydro storage's role as electricity consumer, other TSOs recognize it as a renewable based generator (country survey results in reference [8]). It would be important to define storage as a specific element, not an aggregation of generation and load. It will depend on the application in some cases but this technology differs from the conventional network elements and the regulation should focus on the possible advantages instead of the drawbacks. Common rules should be applied regarding transmission access fees and use of system fees for electricity storage systems in order to avoid deployment of an electricity storage facility in one country with favorable rules in order to provide services in another country with less favorable rules.

There is no EU legislation to regulate this issue and TSOs treat pumped hydro storage as they see it fit to their local market circumstances. The different approaches across national markets create distortions which have an impact on access and related costs for pump storage energy in neighboring markets. [8]

**Recommendations for market and policy changes**

Many stakeholders say that it is uneconomic to build new PHS plant today in the present legal and regulatory framework. Even when developers are willing to invest in large electricity storage facilities, they explain that access to finance is difficult because of the various regulatory and market uncertainties that may have a negative impact on profitability.

PHS systems should be fully optimized in the day-ahead markets. Real time market level optimization also should be considered if it is feasible. This will allow scheduling the PHS more accurate. It has to be taken into account that the PHS has lost opportunity costs based on multiple hours for ancillary

---

1 The European Network Codes are binding regulation throughout the EU energy markets
service clearing prices. A sub hourly settlement compensation of PHS systems should be considered. PHS could utilize fast response to meet shorter swings. Capacity adequacy at a system level is also a boundary condition for planning.

PHS systems also should be paid for their performance: the ability of providing superior regulating reserves (fast response) and load balancing ability. A possible compensation system for voltage control also could be feasible. The most appropriate way to operate a PHS system is to tender on a non-discriminatory basis, using open instruments such as auctions.

When an additional need for flexibility is identified in a power grid, starting point should be a circumspect analysis which considers the alternative options available (for flexibility it could be conventional peaking units, demand side management, interconnections, generation unit or network upgrades). An optimizing algorithm for this service could choose from the options, based on the technical and economic (capital, O&M, fuel and CO₂ costs etc.) parameters and effects.

The clear definitions for storage technologies are important to more effective regulatory act. It should be added to different regulations as well. A cost-of-service model of regulation would not only be affected by the technical objective function but the problem of functionalization. Storage could be categorized as generation, transmission or distribution unit functionally. Generally the benefit realized from the operation decides the type. However, it will often be difficult to ascertain which of these categories is predominant, not to mention the ancillary services and aggregated operation. The unbundling principle is another issue because if storage is treated as a generation facility it could not been owned by the system operator. Currently – as it can be seen on 4. Figure – storage could be used commonly for time shift operation in Europe. Transmission and distribution grid investment deferrals are only possible in Italy and the UK currently in Europe, generally the system operators are not allowed to have control over an electricity-generating facility due to the unbundling principle. In the UK, storage – and small generating units as well – can obtain exemption from the obligation to hold a generation license on a case-by-case basis. This allows the system operators to deploy small storage systems on investment deferral purpose. In Italy, the system
operators are allowed to operate a storage system if it is proven to be the most efficient solution for a problem.

Because of the complexity of the topic and the information asymmetries, these challenges appear currently hard to overcome. Other forms of incentive regulation could be adopted like output based models of regulation (where remuneration in linked to external parameters like renewable penetration growth and imply the avoided costs). [18]
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